Patterns of LPS synthesis in gram negative bacteria.
Lipopolysaccharide (LPS), a lipid based carbohydrate polymer, is found in the outer membrane of Gram negative bacteria where it plays a vital role in its structure and function. It is chiefly responsible for the toxic effects of the bacterial diseases caused by these organisms and plays a role in the organisms defense against host immune attack. In recent experiments using high resolution gel techniques Goldman & Leive (1980) have revealed an unexpected heterogeneity in the distribution of polymer lengths found in the membrane with lengths ranging from 0 (lipid-A-core) to nearly 40 sugar units. Monomer units are an essential element of the synthesis process. Working with mutant strains of E. coli and Salmonella typhimurium, they have also shown that these bacteria will continue to synthesize LPS molecules with very long chains even though monomer unit production is severely reduced. The steps involved in the synthesis of LPS are known and in this paper it is shown that the results of Goldman & Leive cannot be obtained assuming the synthesis process is length independent as has been suggested. Moreover, the paradoxical persistence of long chains in spite of monomer suppression has a simple explanation once length dependence is assumed. These conclusions result from the analysis of a Markov chain model of synthesis.